STAFF SELECTION COMMISSION
Recruitment of Sub-Inspectors in CAPFs, Assistant Sub-Inspector in CISF Examination, 2012 –
Declaration of result of the candidates found qualified for appearing in Paper-II and PET/Medical
Examination.
The Staff Selection Commission conducted a Written Examination for recruitment of SubInspectors in CAPFs, Assistant Sub-Inspector in CISF on 27.05.2012 at different centres across the
country.
2.
It is pertinent to mentioned that representations were received from some candidates that the
keys of the few questions were wrong. These representations were examined with the help of Experts
by the Commission and answer keys were modified accordingly.
3.
Out of 3,14,715 registered candidates, a total number of 1,92,394 candidates appeared in this
examination.
Out of this, 10,324 candidates were awarded ‘ZERO’ marks, as per OMR
instructions/Notice of the Examination.
4.
Based on the cut-off fixed by the Commission, following are the details of candidates qualifying
for Paper-II and PET/Medical Examination subject to their appearing for Paper-II :(Male candidates)
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There are 10 Ex.Serviceman candidates among female candidates.
5.
The list of candidates qualified for appearing in Paper-II and PET/Medical Examination on
29.07.2012 is purely PROVISIONAL and subject to the candidates fulfilling all the eligibility conditions
prescribed in the Notice of said examination and also subject to, among other things, thorough
verification of their identity with reference to their photographs, signatures, handwritings, etc. on the
application forms, admission certificates, etc.

Cont…..2/-

-26.
The category status in respect of the candidates belonging to reserve categories has been
indicated along with their roll numbers. It is important for such candidates to note that they may have
been declared qualified only for the category mentioned against their Roll Numbers. If any candidate
does not actually belong to the category mentioned against his Roll Number or his roll number and
name do not match, he may not be eligible to be included in the list. It is, therefore, in the interest of
the candidates concerned to contact immediately the respective Regional Offices of the Commission in
all such cases.
7.
Qualified eligible candidates who do not receive the Admission Certificate for Paper-II of the
said examination scheduled to be held on 29.07.2012 within 2 or 3 days before the commencement of
the said examination should immediately thereafter contact the respective Regional Office of the
Commission.
8.
The list of these candidates is available on SSC's Website: http://ssc.nic.in.
Marks of all
candidates who appeared in Paper-I are also available on the website for information of the candidates.
(R Mohanty)
Under Secretary(C.I/2)
22.06.2012

